
Computer Robotron 1715 (PC1715) 

This computer was developed in the VEB office machine work Sömmerda 1984 and 
presented to the public. Series production ran from 1985-1989 and included 93 096 units 
(PC1715 and PC1715W together). Its field was the most general office work. 

The advantages of the computer consisted of compact design and relatively low production 
costs. The disadvantage, however, was the small expansion of the machine. 

 
Computer PC1715  

 
Rear view of the device 

 

Hardware 

Internally, the computer consisted of a motherboard that contains the interfaces, the 
memory and the on-screen control. 
 
The floppy disk controller was on a separate board. A free slot was reserved for 
extensions. 
As the proven processor UA880 was used with 2.4 MHz clock frequency. 
The store was equipped with 64 Kbytes by default, but could be expanded via 
expansion units, although these extensions virtually almost never were used. 
The screen was controlled by software switchable between 80x24 and 64x16 
characters characters. The PC1715 also had an EPROM slot for a second character 
set, which display the German umlauts or work in foreign languages, predominantly 
Russian, became possible. Full graphic was not with the standard version of the 
PC1715 possible. However, could use the second Be the character set (additional 
EPROM) worked with semi-graphic. Using special add-on cards that were used but 
highly unlikely, could be used as the PC1715 computer graphics. 



As K7222.25 screen was used, whose power supply (12V) from the PC power supply 
was fed. 
 
For PC1715 there were three key models that were functionally identical, but differing 
in the form of buttons used. 
 
The first models of PC1715 were equipped with two floppy drives K5600.10. 

 
 
The original version of the 1715th But who looks at this picture already on the 
computer ... 

 
This version, which is now considered extinct was, however, quickly replaced by 
more modern K5601 drives, the disk capacity allowed up to 800 Kbytes (FD55-F-03-
U / FD55-FV-03-U). This also changed the front panel slightly. 
In addition to the two internal drives could be connected through an interface on the 
backside of the computer, an additional drive unit with two 5 ¼-inch drive or two 8-
inch drives. 

Diskdrive K5601 

(also known as "MFS 1.6" refers) 

The 5 ¼-inch drive was introduced in the mid-1980s in almost all computers and was 
superior in its capacity for the first time the 8-inch drives. On it were up to 800 Kbytes 
size disks are formatted (2 pages, 80-track FM or MFM). 
These drives have been manufactured under license from the Japanese 
manufacturer TEAC production in Karl-Marx-Stadt (now Chemnitz). They were 
identified by the red-brown boards. 



Because the self-production, the demand for disk drives could not be met, were also 
increasingly imported original TEAC drives (indicated by the green circuit boards) are 
used. 

 
Drive K5601 from BUMA  

 
K5601, Importvariant 

 
The K5601 was produced at least since 1984. Chance appeared also imported from 
Mitsubishi drives or BASF under this name. 

The mechanical dimensions of the K5601 is then described as "half height" that is 
half as high as the previous K5600.20. The floppy drive was executed Gearless, the 
magnetic head was pulled by a steel band. 
When the data connector is in the western world for 5 ¼-inch drives standard 34-pin 
Connector directly taken. 

The LED on the front side illuminated when the drive is accessed (signal SE). Via a 
jumper field could drive an ID (0-3) are assigned to allow the use of multiple drives on 
one data cable with identical pinouts. 

Wiring 

Signal  Pin 

/IX  8  

/SE0  10  

/SE1  12  

/SE2  14  

/SE3  6  

/MO0  16  

/DIR  18  

/ST  20  

/WD  22  

/WE  24  



/T0  26  

/WP  28  

/RD  30  

/HDSEL 32  

/RDY  34  

 

 
Interior view of the PC1715. Right, the power supply. 

 

 
PC1715-Motherboard  

 
Floppy-Controller 

 

Housing 

The computer was delivered in white and brown. His upper shell could be hung 
above the front after removing the back panel screws. Since the housing is not too 
rigid, it was twisted and often make assembly and disassembly of a waiting game. 
The power switch of the computer model made in some series problems, so some 
users instead use an external switch in the power line. Since the power supplies are 



switched PC1715 uncontrolled, it can occur in the disk is inserted and closed drive 
lever on or off for the destruction of the disk-side software. 
The dimensions of the metal case amounted to 500 * 130 * 400 mm (W * H * D), the 
weight of the basic unit was at 13kg. 
 

Interfaces 

Interfaces to the computer had: 

• A printer interface V.24 (output only) 
Connection via a plug-EFS10 

• a universal V.24 interface (input and output) 
Connection via a plug-EFS26 

• connection for an external drive unit 
Connection via a plug-EFS39 

Other interfaces could be added via an expansion card. 

Expansion capabilities: 
 
The free internal slot could e.g. be occupied with (only one extension!) 
Expansion card IFSS 

• This board contained two IFSS interfaces on the one hand and served to 
connect printers, and network. Under the operating system SCP, the two 
interfaces are addressed as a dial-up channel A and channel B-Dial. The 
active-passive setup is done via jumpers on the board. Baud rate, data bits, 
stop bits, and handshaking can be adjusted by software (with INSTSCP). Was 
connected via two connectors EFS10 

• Expansion Card V.24 
This board contained two V.24 interfaces (read and write capability), which 
were used for connecting modems- 
Under the operating system SCP, the two interfaces are addressed as a dial-
up channel A and channel B-Dial. Baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and 
handshaking can be adjusted by software (with INSTSCP). Was connected via 
two connectors EFS26 

• SCOM-LAN network card 
This board contains an interface for a SCOM-LAN network, and also a IFSS 
interface (for general RDT). The connections were made via two connectors 
EFS10. The two relays are used to bridge the SCOM-LAN interface, if the 
computer is turned off in order not to impair the work of the other computers. 
The IFSS interface could under SCP as a dial-up channel B can be 
addressed. The active-passive setup has been done by jumpers on the board. 
Baud rate, data bits, stop bits, and handshaking, the IFSS interface could be 
adjusted by software (with INSTSCP). 

• semi-graphic adapter GM1 
Developed by the Technical University of Leipzig for the board realized the 
need to use the program GEDIT/M8 semigraphic. This board was produced 
only in very small numbers and only seems to still exist only in two copies. 

• Graphic Adapter 



This add-on board allowed the use of a second full graphic The screen. This 
board was produced only in very small numbers and is now extinct. 

• Rolanet adapter 
With installation of this board, it was possible to connect the computer to a 
network ROLANET1. 

• Interface for memory expansion 
Some users built on the BASIC RAF512-board memory upgrades for the 
PC1715. Since the power supply of PC1715 was too weak for this purpose, 
the memory in an external housing was built along with its own power supply, 
and this coupled via a bus connector to the 1715th 

 
 

 
IFSS- expansion card 

 
SCOM-LAN- expansion card 



 
V.24- expansion card (RS232)  

 
Rolanet- expansion card 

 
RAM- expansion card 

 
Grafics- expansion card GM1 

 
 

 

 



Software 

Operating Systems 
 

• SCP1715 
Probably the most widely used operating system on the PC1715. A very 
comfortable configuration program (INSTSCP) allowed a good adaptation of 
the operating system. As disk formats were mostly 16x256x80 (624K), or 
5x1024x80 (780k) used. The disks are interchangeable with file with the 
SCP1526. 
 

• CP / A 1715 
This operating system written by the Academy of Sciences was already 
familiar with an automatic detection of disk formats and could be purchased as 
a source. The disks could be formatted to a size of 800 Kbytes, whereby SCP-
disks could be used. 
 

• DAC 1715 
This operating system written from the steam generators Berlin also had an 
automatic disc format recognition and used the exotic 790K floppy format 
(5x1024x80). A file-level data exchange with DAC1526, SCP and CP / A was 
possible. 
 

• Microdos 
Also for 1715 there was a version of Microdos. Be approximately equal to the 
scope of the SCP. 
BROS1715 
This operating system was used mainly for compatibility with the BROS1521 
on the A5110 and the A5120 SIOS1526 on the computers, A5130 and K8924. 
Unfortunately, this operating system is now extinct. 
 

• JAMBES 
This operating system was used mainly for compatibility with Russian ISKRA 
computers. 
Unfortunately, this operating system is also now extinct. 

 
User Agents 
 
Most programs written for the CP / M-like operating systems. 
 

• Word processing 
TP: The default text-processing of the GDR. 
STAR WORD: The word-processing program by MicroProse (Import Program) 
 

• Spreadsheet 
KP: The standard spreadsheet program of the GDR. 
SuperCalc: The spreadsheet of SORCIM (Import Program) 
 

• Database Program 
REDABAS: The default database program of the GDR. Under him were 
written by many users, data management programs. 



DBASE: The database program from Ashton Tate (Import Program). 
 

Graphic programs 
GEDIT/M8: This program operates on the basis of semi-graphic characters. Not be 
installed because of the PC1715 software-based load an additional set of characters 
allowed for this program had an additional graphics card (GM1). SEMI COUNT is a 
business graphics program, which represents tables as bar graphs. 
 
Games 
 

• CONDUCTORS: A skill game where you send a person through a maze and 
take it around before rolling stones must be careful. 
 

• PILOTS: a helicopter simulation. Is amazing what you can do with all graphic 
characters. 
 

• wurmi: a skill game in which one sends an increasingly long worm through a 
course and must never offend. 

 
Distribution 
 
Since the PC1715 was relatively inexpensive for GDR standards and is 
manufactured in large quantities, they are to acquire quite a large spread in the 
country. Although he sided performance was inferior (particularly in terms of 
flexibility), the competing product A5120, he was for many office applications, the 
favored host. 
 
The price of the computer was in 1986 at 19 047 GDR-Mark, 1988, he was then 
dropped to 15 616 GDR-Mark. 
 
The PC1715 was in many places by the end of the GDR, a switch to the following 16-
bit computing was only reluctantly. 
 
1987 to 1715, the successor PC1715W was presented, which was characterized by a 
series of technical improvements, however, found only a very limited basis. 
 
Today, the PC1715 is a popular and sought-after collector's item. 

  



Pictures of my PC 1715 (Wolfgangs PC 1715) 

 

My model of PC1715 with 2 diskdrives K5601 (FD55-F-03-U) 

This model has an replacement keyboard of an IBM-PC with interface in an EFS-
connector. The original keyboard has an Z80 inside and the EPROM is “empty” 
(2716) 



 

The Monitor and the central unit of my PC1715 

The monitor was damaged for a longer time. The problem is the high voltage coil. 
After the next damage I must replace the Monitor with an LCD or a another Monitor 
with digital interface- 


